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Zöran Vörös

Zöran Vörös is a player character played by Thekrimsonwulf.

Zöran Vörös

art by Picrew

Species & Gender: Male Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 1日 8月 YE 10
Organization: Democratic imperium of Nepleslia
Occupation: IPG intelligence operator

Rank: Sergeant first class

Current Placement: To embed with enemy naval forces
assessing strength and general intelligence.

Physical Description

Height:5'10
Weight:165lbs
Skin color: olive
Eye color: gray/blue
Hair color: charcoal
Ear type: average human

Hairstyle: tight fade, with regulation cut on top.
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Body type: athletic,

High cheekbones and slightly deep set eyes, years of hardened lessons, a cybernetic right arm and eye
assist with daily activities as well as mission specific duties.

A gruff almost apathetic voice tends to trail from his frame. Light body hair on the arms and a bit thicker
amount on his chest.

Personality

Zöran has a tendency to be cold and cautious, as to keep with the mindset and training he received with
his time as a marine, then with the IPG. Through his rough exterior is sarcastic, and fairly
lighthearted.Usually seen as a hard working disciplined Operator, he also likes to relax, with a light drink
or enjoying the occasional smoke.

Zöran looks to the future, his father serving as a higher enlisted in the Navy, he respects hard work and
duty driven individuals, appreciating the small things, only having his mother who is missing, and tends
to keep to himself, due to having several unauthorized relations with NCOs and Officers of the same
status or higher in either the Navy or Marines, he tends to keep his life fairly quiet, until he is comfortable

History

In YE 26 at the age of 16 Zöran began his career into the NEPLESLIAN Marines.
Learning and absorbing as much as he could from anyone willing to teach the
young man. As time progressed, so to did his skills in combat, skirmishes,
with reds, pirates and Mishu taught him to be cautious. Losing his eye taught
Zöran to be cold and losing his arm taught him to fire first, to never
hesitate.  Methods that earned him the attention of the IPG Commandos. For
which Zöran accepted, his thirst for information on his mother who went
missing shortly after kennewes Offensive. Leaving a preteen aged Zöran to fend
for himself. Today, he spends his time trying to learn about his Yamataian
mother.

Skills Learned

Communication
Fighting
Strategy
Survival
Physical
Rogue
Humanities
Tech
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Vehicles
Starship operations

Social Connections

Zöran Vörös is connected to:

@@Social Connections@@

Soo-Jin kim

Inventory & Finance

Zöran Vörös has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Zöran Vörös currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by thekrimsonwulf on 03, 20 2020 at 22:11 using the Character Template Form.

In the case thekrimsonwulf becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Zöran Vörös
Character Owner Thekrimsonwulf
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Branch IPG
Rank Sergeant First Class
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